1.  Some skus that appear in the sales history and in the bin map do not appear in the Item Master.

The full item master file for Cat has over 780,000 SKUs in it.  The Item Master provided includes data on only those part numbers that would be considered for stock in Atlanta if a new receipt were to occur.  The part numbers missing are part numbers that are currently stored in Atlanta, but would not be considered for future stocking in Atlanta.  These part numbers most likely represent skus that are dead or that are waiting to be scrapped or  that are not financially beneficial to ship to another facility.  In terms of concepting, you can use the current location as estimate for how much cube is required as the RSQ value will be zero.  If data is needed, please send file with the part numbers missing and we can pull them off. 


2. What should be assumed about a sku if no country of origin is given?

If no country of origin in the field, then the part is made in USA.  Country of origins can be symbols. 


3.  What are the units of measurement?

lbs, cubic inches, inches 


4.  Many parts have RSQ or FAD or FENT equal to zero.  How should they be handled?

Parts are not discontinued, but will not be stored in the future at Atlanta due to no forecasted entries by our dealers and RSQ = 0.  For parts that are already stored here, the best assumption is to use the current location size/cube as future requirement.


5.  What is the meaning of Pieces per ENT and of FENT?

Pieces per ENT is a historical number for average number of pieces per order line.  FENT is the forecasted lines per month, while FAD is forecasted demand per year.  Since Pieces per ENT is a historical number and FENT is monthly and FAD is annual (and so includes seasonality), it is not correct to ever do any multiplication of these numbers to calculate the third.  They are independent of each other. 


6.  What is the best way to handle parts for which some dimension (length, width, height, weight) is missing?

If parts have no dimensions and are stored in Atlanta, use current location size.


7.  The BinMap data is missing fields for LSQ and for FSA.

They were removed to avoid anyone using them for concepting instead of RSQ (a common mistake).  Suggestion: Wherever RSQ = 0, then use the current location size.  Also, it would be appropriate to analyze the impact on space if all RSQ=0 parts were removed or removed by concept.  This might be attractive if it enables other savings.


8.  What is the order type "W"?

W stands for Warranty; it is treated same as Emergency. 


9.  The part numbers seem to vary in pattern; is this an error?

Part numbers should be alphanumeric following any of 3 patterns: NA-NNNN or NNN-NNNN or NNA-NNNN.  (There are exceptions due to made-to-order parts, but these should be few enough to ignore.)


10.  How are the addresses of storage locations to be read?

The location nomenclature is as follows: Consider location 1501001A10 

15 - stands for area of warehouse, where
        15 = first level bins 
        16 = mezzanine bins 
        17 = crib area 
        35 = light rack 
        45 = light rack 
        33 = elongated storage 
        55 = heavy rack 
        56 = Cantilever 
        52 = Filters/cylinder packs 
        57, 51 = Yard storage 

01 - stands for aisle (should be on Autocad drawings) 
001 - stands for rack section (evens on one side of aisle odds on the other) 
A - Elevation of beams; higher positions are B, C, D, etc.
1 - Position across 
0 - Depth, if required due to bin boxes with dividers 


11.  What is the height of the building?

The clear height of the building is 30 feet, but due to fire restrictions the storage height is 24 feet.


12.  What sorts of mobile equipment is in use now?

15 orderpickers, Cat NOR30P 
15 Reach Trucks, Cat NRR40 
5 Stand up counter balanced (dock trucks)  ECKS 5000 Cat 
3 Cat LP sitdowns, 5k 
3 Electric sitdowns, 3.5 k 
2 LP sitdown trucks 6k and 8 k 



